
GFD III Homework 3: fun with internal waves
DUE 21 Feb at the start of class

1. We talked briefly about lee wave generation by deep low amplitude topography. We didn’t
quite get through the things I wanted to say about it, which is a perfect excuse for you to
work through them on your own for homework. Consider an eastward flow that is vertically
sheared, U = U0 +αz, so the flow increases as you go up from the bottom. At the bottom the
U0 flow encounters sinusoidal topography given by h = h0 sin(kx).

(a) First question is how we know whether this topography is “steep” or not? For the internal
tide generation case we had a steepness parameter that looked like ε = kh0

α where α is
the ratio of the vertical to horizontal scales of parcel motion as an internal wave passes
through. That slope (α) is as you know a function of frequency, so it’s well defined for
internal tides, but not so much for lee waves which can have any frequency between f an
N. Recall that I briefly at the end of class mentioned that the upward group velocity for
lee waves was slow for both near-f and near-N waves, but reaches its maximum value for
frequencies in between (don’t worry about where exactly). So let’s consider a simplified
form of the dispersion relation for frequencies for which f << ω << N . What does
the ε steepness parameter turn into then? Look familiar? Comment on the physical
interpretation of the (hopefully recognizable) non-dimensional number that pops out.

(b) Let’s assume that ε parameter is small, and we get linear internal wave generation in the
way described at the end of class (or in various textbooks, Gill always helpful). As the
waves propagate upwards, they refract in the mean shear. Write down equations for the
time evolution of their frequency (Eulerian and intrinsic), their vertical wavenumber and
their vertical position. You can use the example of waves reaching their turning latitude
we did in class to help guide you through the ray tracing equations, though the result
may be of a different nature.

(c) Use your considerable oceanographic knowledge as senior graduate students to plug in
’characteristic’ appropriate numbers for the ACC, both for the eastward current speed and
vertical shear as well as topography, f and N. Describe the results of your previous answer
in terms of real (dimensional) heights above the ocean bottom at which interesting things
may happen. Comment on the implications this may have for any facet of the Southern
Ocean you care about (or can pretend to care about).

2. I’ve uploaded a mooring record of velocity as a function of depth and time from a mooring
near the Mendocino Escarpment deployed by our colleague Matthew Alford. The variables
are: eastward velocity (u), northward velocity (v), time in matlab’s datenum convention, and
a depth vector that goes with velocity (zuv). There is also one average profile of N2 and a
depth vector to go with it.

(a) Stretch the velocity into a WKB reference frame using the N(z) profile. Note that there
are some gaps in depth between the different ADCPs on the mooring, so you could
interpolate between if you wanted, or just use the individual sections.

(b) Using the stretched data, calculate and plot a horizontal kinetic energy spectrum as
a function of vertical wavenumber and frequency . Comment on how separable the
frequency and wavenumber portions are.

(c) Download Jody’s handy matlab functions for what the Garrett-Munk spectrum looks like
(from the website), or use your own, and compare the GM spectrum to what you have
calculated from this data. Comment on similarities or differences.
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3. Please briefly list the three most interesting things you learned about internal waves in this
class that you didn’t know before. Please also list any features of internal waves that we did
not cover that you wish we had (for future reference later this term or next time).
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